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Abstract

Language users often infer a person’s gender when it is not explicitly mentioned. This information is included in the mental model of the described situation, giving rise to expectations regarding the continuation of the discourse. Such gender inferences can be based on two types of information: gender stereotypes (e.g., nurses are female) and masculine generics, which are grammatically masculine word forms that are used to refer to all genders in certain contexts (e.g., To each his own). In this eye-tracking experiment (N = 82), which is the first to systematically investigate the online processing of masculine generic pronouns, we tested whether the frequently used Dutch masculine generic zijn ‘his’ leads to a male bias. In addition, we tested the effect of context by introducing male, female, and neutral stereotypes. We found no evidence for the hypothesis that the generically-intended masculine pronoun zijn ‘his’ results in a male bias. However, we found an effect of stereotype context. After introducing a female stereotype, reading about a man led to an increase in processing time. However, the reverse did not hold, which parallels the finding in social psychology that men are penalized more for gender-nonconforming behavior. This suggests that language processing is not only affected by the strength of stereotype contexts; the associated disapproval of violating these gender stereotypes affects language processing, too.

Introduction

Masculine forms are often used when reference to people in general is made. This phenomenon is, for example, apparent in the proverb To each his own, which applies to men and women alike, but yet features the masculine pronoun his. Many of the world’s languages exhibit this phenomenon [1,2], one of them being Dutch [3]. Consider the following example, a headline taken from a column in the Dutch quality newspaper De Volkskrant [4] further illustrating this practice:

(1). Elke postbezorger zal zich moeten afvragen wat hij kan doen om als geheel sterker te staan. ‘Every postal worker will have to think about what he can do for all postal workers to gain a better standing as a group.’
Dutch natives will likely assume that the author of this piece intended to refer to all postal workers, not only to the male ones. In other words, hij ‘he’ is used generically, as referring to men as well as women, despite carrying masculine grammatical gender. Such word forms, which carry masculine grammatical gender, but are used generically, are usually referred to as generic masculines [5–7] or masculine generics [8–10]. They are more precisely defined as masculine forms that are used to refer to people of unknown or unspecified gender or to groups of mixed gender [9,11,12].

Crucially, masculine terms that can serve as masculine generics are ambiguous between two readings: A generic reading and a male-specific reading. For example, the headline above allows for the generic reading, including all postal workers regardless of their gender. Alternatively, a male-specific reading, for which it is only the male postal workers who ought to organize themselves, is also available. Context may resolve the ambiguity of masculine generics, but completely straightforward cases are rare.

In the 1970s, criticism of masculine generics and their ambiguity grew louder, first in the English-speaking countries [13,14] and later spreading to other countries such as Germany [15] and the Netherlands [16]. The claim that masculine generics can refer to men and women alike was challenged. Opponents of masculine generics, for example Silveira [17], suggested that the ambiguity of the masculine generic is resolved to women’s disadvantage by being interpreted as male-specific, thereby rendering women linguistically invisible. Early research on masculine generics such as he and his in English soon suggested that, although intended as generic, the use of masculine generics indeed results in a male bias. For example, Moulton et al. [14] found that when a sentence about a hypothetical person featured the masculine generic pronoun his (e.g., In a large coeducational institution the average student will feel isolated in his introductory courses), this hypothetical person was thought of as male rather than female. A comparable male bias by English masculine generic pronouns was found by other researchers between the 1970s and 1990s [9,18–21] as well as more recently [22]. However, these studies made use of rather explicit methods as a means of tapping into the hypothesized male bias, such as writing a story about a character or describing the images that came to mind when reading. For example, in their aforementioned experiment, Moulton et al. [14] provided participants with the description of a hypothetical person fitting either of two themes (i.e., being a student or being concerned with looks), and the masculine generic pronoun his was used to describe this person. Moulton et al. [14] asked their participants to write a story about a fictitious person fitting these themes. The gender which participants chose for their character in the story then served as the dependent variable. Thus, the authors gave participants ample time to decide on their choice of gender for their character by employing this design. Put differently, participants were given time to ponder whether the masculine generic was intended as generic or male-specific. As a result, they might have chosen to write about a male character more often as this is the safe choice; writing about a male character fits with the male-specific as well as with the generic reading of the pronoun. A female character, however, only makes sense in the context of a generic reading of the pronoun. In sum, many of these early studies found that generically-intended masculine pronouns lead to a male bias, but they did so using rather explicit research methods, which reveal little about the actual processing of masculine generics. Moreover, one study failed to find an effect of a male bias induced by generic he altogether [23]. Hence, the question remains if generic pronouns lead to a male bias in online processing.

In the last 20 years, the research focus regarding masculine generics has shifted from English pronouns towards other Indo-European languages and so-called role nouns. Role nouns are generally defined as "any names that incorporate features used to describe a person or a group of people, such as hobbies (e.g., soccer fan) or occupations (e.g., dentists, actors, or
students)” [24]. In languages such as French and German, role nouns are marked for gender and the masculine form is used as the default (e.g., German der durchschnittliche Student, ‘the average student, masculine’, or French un professeur sévère, ‘a strict teacher, masculine’). It has been repeatedly shown that generically-intended masculine role nouns are interpreted as referring to men rather than women. Contrary to previous research on masculine generic pronouns, the male bias of role nouns has been observed using various online methods such as self-paced reading [25], eye-tracking [26,27], the sentence evaluation paradigm [12,28] and EEG [29].

With one exception [29], all listed experiments investigated the potential male bias of role nouns as masculine generics across different stereotype contexts, thus combining the research into these two types of gender cues. Past research has shown that gender stereotypes (e.g., nurses are typically female) are a powerful trigger of gender inferences, in the presence as well as in the absence of unambiguous gender cues [30–33]. For example, Carreiras et al. [30] showed that the referent in sentences such as The electrician examined the light fitting is thought of as male rather than female, although no explicit reference to the subject’s gender is made. Thus, stereotypes can be used to enrich the mental representation of a referent [34]. Put differently, a stereotype can trigger a gender inference when a referent’s gender is not explicitly stated. Previous research on role nouns as masculine generics suggests that they, too, can give rise to gender inferences. In this latter case, the masculine grammatical gender of a masculine generic is erroneously interpreted as an indication of the referent(s)’ gender. Many researchers combined these two different types of gender cues, one grammatical in nature, the other stemming from world knowledge. This allowed researchers to test whether masculine generics cause a male bias at all, and whether they do so in the context of other gender information. This approach takes into account that context strongly affects the interpretation of ambiguous lexical items [35], leading to a better understanding of how masculine generics are processed and how gender inferences are made.

To summarize, research into the processing of masculine generics has been largely restricted to role nouns until now. We do not know whether masculine generic pronouns give rise to gender inferences in a similar online, automatic, and elaborative fashion as stereotypes and masculine generic role nouns, since past research into masculine generic pronouns has made use of arguably explicit and often offline methods.

To fill this gap, we extended the line of processing research recently applied to stereotypical role nouns to the Dutch masculine generic zijn ‘his’ and conducted an eye-tracking experiment as a means of tapping into language processing directly. By presenting zijn in female, male and neutral stereotype contexts (e.g., Iedereen was zijn tanden aan het poetsen ‘Everyone was brushing his teeth’), we were able to test whether this masculine generic pronoun leads to a male bias in processing, and whether the hypothesized male bias persists across contexts.

There are reasons to believe that masculine generic pronouns work differently from masculine generic role nouns. When a masculine pronoun is used as a generic such as Dutch zijn ‘his’, it is always that very same token that is used in generic contexts. In the case of generically-intended role nouns, an arguably infinite number of tokens is used. Their pattern is of course the same: A grammatically masculine noun is used to refer to people in general, but other than with pronouns there is a vast list of tokens. Being lexical in nature, role nouns give rise to frequency effects. These in turn might make it hard to generalize experimental findings based on a subset of role nouns to the whole set of role nouns in a language if frequency effects are not controlled for. More specifically, if the grammatically feminine form of a role noun is very frequent, we expect the grammatically masculine counterpart to be interpreted as male-specific and having a lower generic potential than would be the case for a masculine role noun of which the feminine counterpart is highly infrequent. Thus, if a masculine role noun is used...
generically a lot—or even to refer to female individuals—we expect its generic potential to be higher. De Backer and De Cuypere [36] indeed found evidence that the relative frequency of the masculine and feminine form of a role noun affects whether the masculine form is easily interpreted as generic. This suggests that not all masculine generic role nouns, not even within the same language, work the same way. This might also partly explain why there is no consensus yet, as to whether the grammatical gender of generic role nouns overrules stereotype context or not. For example, Gygax et al. [12] and Garnham et al. [28], on the one hand, found evidence for a male bias across all contexts. Irmen and Roßberg [25], on the other hand, found that the two types of gender cues interacted and that context may weaken the masculine generic’s male bias. This confounding factor of varied relative frequency per role noun is not an issue when it comes to the processing of masculine generic pronouns. Take the Dutch possessive pronoun zijn ‘his’ as a masculine generic: There is only one token, and this token is presumably more frequent than most role noun tokens. Of course, frequency might still affect the processing of zijn, too: The relative frequency of generic zijn and male-specific zijn, and possibly the frequency of the pronoun’s feminine counterpart haar ‘her’ might affect the generic potential of the pronoun. If this is indeed the case, then this effect of relative frequency is held constant and therefore controlled for within an experiment. Therefore, the results and the conclusions are not affected by the choice of tokens, as might be the case for role nouns.

There are several ways in which relative frequency might affect the reading of a pronoun. A generically-intended pronoun such as zijn might lead to a strong male bias if the generic reading of the pronoun is only weakly represented. If, however, the generic reading of zijn is relatively frequent and more strongly represented, this pronoun might exhibit a stronger generic potential than has been found for role nouns. Finally, it is also possible that a masculine generic pronoun can never be interpreted as truly generic, even if the generic reading is strongly represented.

Another difference between role nouns and the possessive pronoun specifically lies in the salience of the two. To our knowledge, all experiments on role nouns have made use of stimuli which introduced the role noun in subject position. In these stimuli, the role noun further usually constituted the first mention of the referent(s) denoted by the role noun. Both these things are different for the possessive pronoun, at least in the linguistic structure we chose for our stimulus design. First of all, we used the possessive pronoun anaphorically. Thus, the referent is previously introduced and then referred back to by means of the possessive pronoun. Furthermore, the possessive pronoun is part of a larger noun phrase, as is often the case with possessive pronouns, and this noun phrase occurs in object position. These are all factors that might lower the salience of zijn ‘his’ and might therefore decrease the impact of the grammatical gender on the mental representation of the referent, or in other words boost the generic potential of the pronoun.

In sum, the online processing of masculine generic pronouns has not previously been thoroughly investigated and will be the focus of the present study. We cannot make clear predictions based on research into role nouns, but there is reason to believe that masculine generic pronouns might not work the same. This study is also a first for research into the online processing of any type of masculine generic in Dutch. While criticism of masculine generics in the Dutch language was voiced very early on [16], experimental studies on the online processing of Dutch masculine generics are still non-existent—despite masculine generics still being commonly used in Dutch. The few empirical offline studies on Dutch masculine generics which exist do suggest that they may induce a male bias. A questionnaire by De Backer and De Cuypere [36] suggests that generically-intended Dutch role nouns are often not interpreted as generic. In addition, two psychological studies by Vervecken and Hannover [37] and Vervecken et al. [38] have shown that Dutch masculine role nouns negatively affect the mental
accessibility of female jobholders and children’s self-efficacy. Again, it is hard to base concrete predictions regarding our eye-tracking reading experiment featuring the Dutch masculine generic *zijn* ‘his’ across stereotype contexts on role noun research, particularly because the grammatical gender of role nouns has been found to overwrite stereotype context by some [12,28], but the two factors have been found to interact by others [25]. More specifically, Irmen and Roßberg [25] found that the combination of a masculine role noun and a female stereotype prepares readers equally well for a female and a male referent. Given the evidence that stereotype context can interact with grammatical gender regarding role nouns [25], and the less salient nature of *zijn* compared to role nouns, we predicted that the masculine generic *zijn* results in a male bias in neutral and male contexts only. Thus, if the context is neutral and *zijn* thus constitutes the only gender cue, we expected a male bias to emerge. We expected similar results for male stereotype contexts, as both *zijn* and the context suggest a male referent. In female stereotype contexts, however, the two gender cues make contrary predictions and we expected the male bias of the masculine generic *zijn* to be attenuated or even cancelled out.

### Materials and methods

#### Participants

We tested a total of 92 participants (42 male) between the ages of 18 and 51 (*M* = 22.8, *SD* = 4.6), who gave written consent to participating in the experiment. We declare that at present and at the time of the study, the Utrecht Institute of Linguistics, where the research was conducted, endorses the WMA Declaration of Helsinki, as well as The Netherlands Code of Conduct for Scientific Practice by the Association of Universities in the Netherlands (VSNU). Participants were recruited largely through the participant database of the Utrecht Institute of Linguistics Lab at Utrecht University, but separate calls for male participants were placed online. The first language of all 92 participants was Dutch, with five participants being multilingual. A total of 88 participants were students, three were working and one was a stay-at-home parent. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They were paid €5.-- for their participation. The experiment took approximately 25 minutes.

Two exclusion criteria applied. First, participants were required to answer more than 75% of the comprehension questions correctly in order for their data to be considered in the analysis. This was done to make sure that participants actually read the sentences for comprehension. Second, we excluded participants who correctly guessed the purpose of the experiment on the exit questionnaire. This was defined as either (a) describing a mismatch between the gender stereotype and the gender of a mentioned individual or (b) describing a mismatch between the masculine gender suggested by the masculine generic *zijn* and the gender of a mentioned individual, or both.

#### Materials

Each participant was presented with 96 Dutch sentence pairs: 48 experimental stimuli, 12 control items and 36 fillers (see S1 Appendix for a full list of experimental stimuli and control items). The experimental stimuli all conformed to the same pattern, with a group of people being introduced in the first sentence and an individual of this group being referred to in the second sentence. The following example stimulus illustrates this pattern:

(2). Iedereen was zijn tanden aan het poetsen. Zo was ook Daphne/Robert zich aan het klaarmaken om naar bed te gaan.

‘Everyone was brushing his teeth. Daphne/Robert, too, was getting ready to go to bed.’
In the first sentence of the experimental stimuli, a group was introduced by means of the quantifier *iedereen* ‘everyone’. All members of this group were engaging in a particular activity (e.g., *brushing teeth*). These activities were always expressed by means of the possessive pronoun and masculine generic *zijn* ‘his’ introducing a direct object, followed by a progressive verb form. These activities were further intended to introduce a gender stereotype. These stereotypes were either stereotypically female (e.g., *yogaoefeningen doen* ‘doing yoga exercises’), male (e.g., *voetbaltrucs oefenen* ‘practicing soccer tricks’) or neutral (e.g., *tanden poetsen* ‘brushing teeth’) according to a pre-test (see below for details on this pre-test). In the second sentence of the experimental stimuli, reference was made to either a male or a female individual by means of a proper name. These names were carefully selected from the *Nederlandse Voornamenbank* ‘Dutch first name database’ by the Meertens Institute [39]. We selected 30 male and 30 female proper names (48 for the experimental stimuli, twelve for the controls) from the annual list of the 60 most popular names in the Netherlands from 1990 through 2009. All names count two syllables and are between four and six characters long. We further only chose names which could be identified as either unambiguously male or female, as agreed upon by three native speakers. These three native speakers further also evaluated all sentence pairs regarding the likelihood that the mentioned individual would be interpreted as being part of the group mentioned in the first sentence. This was the case for all items.

Of the 48 experimental items, 16 featured male, female and neutral activities, respectively. Within each stereotype category, half the stimuli (i.e., eight sentence pairs) featured a female name, while the other half featured a male name. An overview of the design can be found in Table 1. Two lists were created to make sure that each sentence pair occurred with both a female and a male continuation and participants were pseudo-randomly assigned to either list.

The purpose of the twelve control items was to assure that any observed effects were indeed due to the experimental manipulation, i.e. the occurrence of the masculine generic *zijn* and/or the biasing male and female stereotype context and not due to a more general male bias as has been previously suggested by some researchers [17,25,26]. Therefore, the controls differed from the experimental items in two ways. First, the masculine generic *zijn* was omitted. Second, only neutral (and therefore non-biasing) activities were used. The following example illustrates the design of the control items:

(3). *Iedereen was een treinkaartje aan het kopen. Zo was ook Amber bij het loket in de rij gaan staan.*

‘Everyone was buying a train ticket. Amber, too, had gotten in line at the counter.’

As with the experimental items, half of the controls featured a male or female proper name, respectively. Again, this was counterbalanced across lists.

The 36 filler items were designed to mask the experiment’s purpose and featured neither the masculine generic *zijn* nor female or male individuals:

(4). *Iedereen was de toets aan het maken. Ze hadden er bijna twee uur de tijd voor.*

‘Everyone was taking the test. They had almost two hours.’

After half of all 96 sentence pairs, evenly distributed over experimental, control and filler items, a statement about the content was displayed. For example, participants had to respond to the statement in (5) after reading the sentence pair in (4).

(5). *De toets duurde een half uur.*

‘The test took half an hour.’

These statements had to be judged as correct or incorrect. The primary purpose of this task was to keep participants engaged and motivated to read the sentence pairs attentively, and to
be able to check if they in fact did so. Since the analysis of response times was not of interest for the purpose of this experiment, correct and incorrect statements were evenly distributed over experimental items, controls and fillers.

**Pre-test.** Stereotype ratings for 123 potentially stereotypical activities were obtained through an online pre-test administered via Qualtrics. Forty participants (20 male) between the ages of 19 and 32 ($M = 23.5, SD = 2.6$) completed the online pre-test, none of whom participated in the eye-tracking experiment. They were asked to indicate the probability of each activity being carried out by a man or a woman on a 7-point Likert scale. Scale direction was varied so that the leftmost point corresponded to female for one half of the participants and to male for the other half. In accordance with previous research [24,40,41], the mean stereotypicity of each activity (with 1 equaling female and 7 equaling male) was calculated, ranging from 1.2 for *beha recht doen* 'adjusting bra' to 6.5 for *snor scheren* 'shaving moustache'. From these 123 activities, 16 activities with $SD < 1.0$ were chosen for each of the three stereotype categories in the eye-tracking experiment. An additional twelve neutral activities with $SD < 1.0$ were chosen for the control items. All chosen female activities had scored a rating of 3 or lower, male activities had scored a rating of 5 or higher, and neutral stereotypes were centered around 4. The chosen female and male stereotypes were similar in strength; the mean for female stereotypes ($M = 2.23, SD = 0.5$) and for male stereotypes (reversed $M = 2.45, SD = 0.38$) did not significantly differ ($t = -1.35, p = 0.186$) (see S1 Table for all used activities and their pre-test ratings).

All chosen activities were deemed likely to evoke a distributive rather than a collective reading, the former being associated with exhaustive pairing. This means that each individual is paired with one unique item, there being as many individuals as items. The collective reading, on the other hand, results in an interpretation in which all individuals are related to one unique item. Consider the following example for illustration:

(6). Everyone was brushing his teeth.

While being ambiguous, the sentence will probably be interpreted in the way that each individual who is brushing teeth is brushing their own teeth, this distributive reading being necessary in order for the use of the masculine generic to be felicitous. The other available, but unlikely reading is that everyone is brushing the teeth of one male individual (i.e., the collective reading), in which case the masculine generic reading of the pronoun is not available. Three native speakers of Dutch checked the selection of activities for the eye-tracking experiment and deemed it unlikely for the collective reading to be evoked by any of the items.

**Apparatus and procedure**

The experiment was conducted at the Utrecht Institute of Linguistics Lab at Utrecht University, using the EyeLink 1000 remote desktop eye-tracker and the experiment display software ZEP [42]. The participants’ right eye was sampled at 500Hz, but viewing was binocular. The stimuli were presented in a sound-attenuated booth on a 1024×768 monitor, approximately
60cm away from the participant. The stimuli were presented using a medium monospaced font. All participants were tested individually. Upon arrival, participants were informed about the procedure and asked to read the instructions, which were presented on screen. The eye-tracker was fine-tuned to the participant’s eyes, and a calibration and a similar validation procedure followed, during which participants had to fixate a random sequence of dots through 12 positions on the screen. After a practice trial featuring three sentence pairs with two of them being followed by a statement that required a response, participants were given the option to ask clarification questions. After another calibration and validation procedure, the main part of the experiment followed. Stimuli were presented pseudo-randomly, with a maximum of three experimental items following each other and a maximum of two experimental items from the same condition following each other. A drift-check was displayed before all 96 sentence pairs. After the eye-tracking experiment, participants answered the exit question, probing them for the purpose of the experiment. Participants were then paid for their participation.

Data analysis

First, the fixation pattern of each item was manually checked for each participant. When a systematic and unambiguous shift of all fixations had occurred, these fixations were reassigned to the corresponding regions in accordance with lab recommendations. Furthermore, if the first fixation did not fall on the first word, but the second fixation did, the first fixation was deleted to be able to calculate reading time measures appropriately. After this initial clean-up phase, four reading time measures were calculated: first fixation duration, first gaze duration, regression path duration and total fixation duration. First fixation duration is the duration of the first fixation in a particular region. First gaze duration comprises all fixations in a region before it is left in a forward or backward direction. Regression path duration is the sum of fixations in a particular region including regressions to earlier parts of the text until the region is left in a forward direction. Total fixation duration comprises all fixations in a particular region, thus including regressions back to that region. An increase in any of these reading time measures is assumed to reflect an increase of the cognitive processing load in a particular region [43,44]. The example in (7) illustrates how experimental items were divided into separate regions for the analysis.

(7). [Iedereen]₁ [was zijn]₂ [tanden aan het poetsen]₃. [Zo was]₄ [ook Daphne]₅ [zich aan het klaarmaken]₆ [om naar bed te gaan.]₇

[Everyone]₁ [was his]₂ [teeth brushing]₃. [So was]₄ [also Daphne]₅ [getting ready]₆ [to go to bed.]₇

Everyone was brushing his teeth. Daphne, too, was getting ready to go to bed.

Region 5 was the primary region of interest and consisted of the proper name preceded by ook ‘too’. The decision to include ook in this region was made to reduce the probability of the primary region being skipped. This decision is licensed by previous research showing that semantic information is processed parafoveally six to eight characters to the right of the fixated word [45,46]. Region 6 functioned as a spillover region and varied in length between three and four words, depending on the item. If the total character length of the first three words after the proper name counted less than 13 characters, a fourth word was added in order to reduce variability in the region’s length.

For the controls, the division into regions was done the following way, with the primary region of interest being the proper name including the preceding ook and the spillover region being defined in the same way as for the experimental items:
Everyone was buying a train ticket. Amber, too, was standing in line at the counter.

For both experimental and control items, skipped regions were treated as missing data, and log transformations were performed to correct for a positive skew in the control and the experimental data. Observations that were at least 2.5 standard deviations above or below both the condition’s and the region’s mean were excluded.

We modeled the four different reading time measures on the region of interest and the spill-over region using linear mixed-effect models. This was done by means of the lmer function from the lme4 package in R [47]. Model selection was done as follows. Committing to a hypothesis-driven approach, stereotype, continuation and the interaction between the two were included in every model. For control items, continuation served as the only initial fixed effect. These categorical variables were coded using sum contrasts. Female continuation was coded as 1, male continuation was coded as −1. As stereotype is a three-level factor, two different contrasts were defined, one contrasting the female and the neutral level (female = 1, male = 0, neutral = −1), the other contrasting the male and the neutral level (female = 0, male = 1, neutral = −1). The full random structure permitted by the design [48,49] was initially included as well. Following Bates et al. [50], the random structure was then simplified if there were signs of over-parameterization (i.e., when the maximal model failed to converge and/or PCA revealed over-parameterization). Simplification was done first by suppressing the correlation parameters. When the PCA still pointed towards overparameterization, the smallest and thus least important variance component was dropped from the model and the PCA was repeated. In a final step, insignificant variance components were dropped making use of Likelihood ratio tests as described by Bates et al. [50]. If removing a variance component significantly decreased the model fit, it was included in the final model. This procedure resulted in all models containing random intercepts for items and subjects only. After the appropriate random effects structure was identified, it was tested using Likelihood Ratio tests whether adding participant gender as a fixed effect (both as a single effect only or allowing participant gender to interact with stereotype and continuation) significantly improved the model, in which case participant gender was added to the final model. Participant gender was coded as 1 for female and −1 for male. Previous studies on role nouns did not find evidence that men and women differ in their processing of masculine generics [12,25,26], but we decided to control for the possibility nonetheless as effects of participant gender have previously been reported by some studies into pronouns using more explicit methods [14,21]. As models lacking random slopes are often criticized for being anticonservative [48], the conclusions drawn from the final model were compared against those permitted by the model with the most complex random structure that converged. Any discrepancies between significant betas are reported. Following Wald’s criterion, an effect within a model was deemed significant when the absolute t-value exceeded 1.96 [51,52]. P-values were obtained using the normal approximation to the t-statistic. Note, however, that calculating p-values for mixed-effect models is nontrivial and subject to debate [48,53]. Thus, while p-values are reported below, the interpretation of the effects is first and foremost based on the obtained t-values. Significant t-values are reported for the best models.

Results

Eight out of 92 participants correctly guessed the purpose of the experiment, and their data were therefore excluded from further analysis. Seven of these participants correctly indicated
that the experiment investigated a mismatch between the gender stereotype and the gender of an individual (criterion (a)). One participant correctly guessed that the experiment investigated a mismatch between the gender suggested by the masculine generic and the gender of an individual (criterion (b)). Furthermore, the data from one participant were excluded from analysis due to poor quality, as fixations were shifted in an unsystematic manner and could not unambiguously be assigned. In addition, the data of one participant were excluded, because they indicated after the experiment that they were dyslexic. Data of the remaining 82 participants (38 males, age range 18–51, $M = 22.89$, $SD = 4.87$) were analyzed.

**Experimental items**

The removed outliers constituted the following percentages of the total data points: 2.6% for first fixation duration, 1.5% for first gaze duration, 1.1% for regression path duration and 1.1% for total fixation duration.

The mean reading times for the proper names and spillover region can be seen in Table 2.

**Primary region of interest: The proper name.** The earliest significant effects were found for first gaze duration on the proper name. Adding participant gender to the model significantly improved the model fit, and the effect of gender itself was significant ($\beta = -0.05$, $SE = 0.02$, $t = -2.24$, $p = 0.025$, 95% bootstrapped CI of $\beta [-0.09; -0.007]$), suggesting that on average the first gaze duration of female participants was significantly shorter. Furthermore, there was a significant effect of stereotype. First gaze duration was significantly longer after stereotypically male ($M = 239.2$, $SD = 122.4$) than after stereotypically neutral contexts ($M = 222.4$, $SD = 106.3$) ($\beta = 0.03$, $SE = 0.01$, $t = 2.56$, $p = 0.010$, 95% bootstrapped CI of $\beta [0.005; 0.048]$). The comparison between female ($M = 233.2$, $SD = 119.8$) and neutral stereotype contexts, on the other hand, was not significant ($\beta = 0.005$, $SE = 0.01$, $t = 0.32$, $p = 0.750$, 95% bootstrapped CI of $\beta [-0.016; 0.022]$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Mean reading times per condition for the proper name region and spillover region.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reading time measure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIdur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proper name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>stereotype</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>continuation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spillover</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>stereotype</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>continuation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Means ($M$) and standard deviations (SD) given in milliseconds for first fixation duration (FIdur), first gaze duration (FIdur), regression path duration (RIdur) and total fixation duration (TIdur).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205903.t002
The model for regression path duration revealed a significant interaction effect between stereotype and continuation when contrasting the female and neutral stereotype contexts ($\beta = -0.04, SE = 0.01, t = -3.25, p = 0.001, 95\%$ bootstrapped CI of $\beta [-0.06; -0.014]$). As can be seen in Fig 1, female proper names were read significantly faster compared to male proper names in female stereotype contexts, but no such difference was found in neutral stereotype contexts. The interaction effect between stereotype and continuation when contrasting the male and neutral stereotype contexts, on the other hand, was not significant ($\beta = 0.02, SE = 0.01, t = 1.92, p = 0.055, 95\%$ bootstrapped CI of $\beta [-0.001; 0.044]$). To summarize, encountering a male proper name (i.e., continuation = male) in a female stereotype context led to a significant increase in regression path duration, but encountering a female proper name after a male stereotype context did not. Furthermore, no difference between proper names was found for neutral stereotype contexts. S1 Fig shows the condition means for the log-transformed data and can be found in the supplementary material.

Thus, participants spent more time on the proper name itself and reread previous portions of the text when they read sentence pairs as in (9):

(9). Iedereen was zijn yogaoefeningen aan het doen. Zo was ook Peter goed bezig met een oefening.

’Everyone was doing his yoga exercises. Peter, too, was engaged in an exercise.’

However, sentence pairs such as in (10), featuring a woman engaging in a stereotypically male activity, did not lead to a significant increase in regression path duration:

(10). Iedereen was zijn voetbaltrucs aan het oefenen. Zo was ook Laura al urenlang met de bal bezig.
‘Everyone was practicing his soccer tricks. Laura, too, had been playing with the ball for hours.’

No evidence for a male bias induced by *zijn* was found: There was no significant increase of regression path duration for female proper names compared to male proper names in the neutral stereotype context, where such a male bias should be easily detectable, nor in the female and male stereotype context.

A similar pattern arose for total fixation duration. There was a significant effect of participant gender, with female participants’ total fixation duration being significantly shorter overall ($\beta = -0.11, SE = 0.03, t = -3.8, p < 0.001, 95\%$ bootstrapped CI of $\beta [-0.166; -0.049]$). Furthermore, similar to the results for the regression path duration, the interaction effect between stereotype and continuation was significant when contrasting the female and neutral stereotype contexts ($\beta = -0.04, SE = 0.01, t = -3.61, p < 0.001, 95\%$ bootstrapped CI of $\beta [-0.069; -0.02]$), but not when contrasting the male and neutral stereotype contexts ($\beta = 0.02, SE = 0.01, t = 1.89, p = 0.058, 95\%$ bootstrapped CI of $\beta [-0.001; 0.045]$), as can be seen in Fig 2. See S2 Fig in the supplementary material for a figure showing the log-transformed data.

Thus, as with the results for regression path duration, encountering a male proper name in a female stereotype context led to a significant increase in reading times compared to female proper names, while no such difference between proper names was found for neutral and male stereotype contexts. No evidence for the presence of a male bias induced by the masculine generic *zijn* was found, as there was no significant increase in total fixation duration for female continuations in any of the contexts.

**Spillover region.** Two significant main effects emerged for first fixation duration in the spillover region. There was a significant main effect of continuation, suggesting that first
fixations for female continuations ($M = 197.5, SD = 59.4$) and male continuations ($M = 201.1, SD = 59.4$) differed significantly ($\beta = -0.01, SE = 0.004, t = -2.24, p = 0.025, 95\% \text{ bootstrapped CI of } \beta [-0.017; -0.001]$). Note, however, that this rather small difference of 3.6 milliseconds is hardly meaningful and mainly driven by the small standard error. We further found a significant main effect of stereotype when comparing the male ($M = 205, SD = 66.6$) and neutral ($M = 195.4, SD = 56.3$) stereotype levels, with first fixations being significantly longer after male stereotype contexts ($\beta = 0.02, SE = 0.01, t = 2.12, p = 0.034, 95\% \text{ bootstrapped CI of } \beta [0.001; 0.041]$). There were no significant effects for first gaze duration.

For regression path duration, the only significant effect was participant gender. Male participants showed a higher regression path duration in the spillover region than female participants ($\beta = -0.07, SE = 0.03, t = -2.27, p = 0.023, 95\% \text{ bootstrapped CI of } \beta [-0.122; -0.009]$).

For total fixation duration in the spillover region, there was again a significant main effect of participant gender ($\beta = -0.07, SE = 0.03, t = -2.52, p = 0.012, 95\% \text{ bootstrapped CI of } \beta [-0.129; -0.016]$), but more interestingly there was a significant interaction effect between participant gender and continuation ($\beta = 0.02, SE = 0.01, t = 2.13, p = 0.033, 95\% \text{ bootstrapped CI of } \beta [0.002; 0.032]$). Female participants showed slightly higher reading times in the spillover region after a female proper name ($M = 638.9, SD = 379$) than after a male proper name ($M = 615.9, SD = 376$) in the case of total fixation duration. The pattern was reversed for male participants, with a slightly higher total fixation duration after male proper names ($M = 736, SD = 454.3$) than after female proper names ($M = 709.1, SD = 417.9$), as can be seen in Fig 3. Descriptively, this can be most clearly seen for neutral stereotype contexts (see Table 3), but the three-way interaction supporting this was not borne out statistically ($\beta = -0.02, SE = 0.01, t = -1.8, p = 0.07, 95\% \text{ bootstrapped CI of } \beta [-0.04; 0.002]$ when contrasting neutral and male stereotype contexts). Note that while the main interaction effect between participant gender and continuation is significant, the simple effect of continuation within female and male participants.
participants, respectively, is not significant as reflected by the widely overlapping confidence intervals in both participant groups. See S3 Fig for the transformed data.

**Control items**

As with the experimental stimuli, all observations 2.5 standard deviations above or below condition and region mean were removed. Based on this criterion, 2.8% of the observations were removed for first fixation duration, 2% for first gaze duration, 1.2% for regression path duration and 0.8% for total fixation duration.

The mean reading times for the proper names and spillover region of the controls can be found in S2 Table.

For all the reported models, the best random structure was identified as featuring random intercepts for both participants and items, but no random slopes for any of the fixed effects. No significant effect of continuation was observed in any of the models. Similar to the experimental items, a significant effect of participant gender was occasionally observed, with male participants taking longer than female participants. On the proper name, this effect of gender was observed for first gaze duration ($\beta = -0.05, SE = 0.02, t = -2.18, p = 0.030, 95\%$ bootstrapped CI of $\beta [-0.098; -0.009]$), for regression path duration ($\beta = -0.07, SE = 0.04, t = 2, p = 0.046, 95\%$ bootstrapped CI of $\beta [-0.145; -0.004]$) and total fixation duration ($\beta = -0.11, SE = 0.03, t = -3.75, p < 0.001, 95\%$ bootstrapped CI of $\beta [-0.179; -0.055]$). In the spillover region, this effect was observed for first gaze duration ($\beta = -0.11, SE = 0.03, t = -2.12, p = 0.034, 95\%$ bootstrapped CI of $\beta [-0.102; -0.004]$) and for total fixation duration ($\beta = -0.09, SE = 0.03, t = -2.86, p = 0.004, 95\%$ bootstrapped CI of $\beta [-0.144; -0.032]$).

**Discussion**

We conducted an eye-tracking experiment to test whether the Dutch masculine generic zijn ‘his’ leads to a male bias despite being generically-intended. By presenting zijn in female, male and neutral stereotype contexts, we could further test whether this hypothesized male bias persisted across contexts or—alternatively—was overruled by it.

**No evidence of a male bias**

Against our expectations, we found no evidence that the grammatical gender of zijn biased participants towards a male interpretation. Thus, in the absence of other gender cues,
participants’ reading times of male and female proper names did not significantly differ despite the use of a grammatically masculine pronoun. Mostly older offline research on English masculine generic pronouns had previously found evidence for a male bias caused by masculine generic pronouns \[14,18,19,21,22,54\], but the present study is the first to thoroughly investigate the processing of masculine generic pronouns. This difference in methodology and consequently a difference in the measured construct could explain this. As outlined earlier, offline methods might not reflect the presence of an automatic gender inference induced by the grammatical gender of the pronoun. Any observed male bias might instead be caused by participants’ conscious reasoning. In our eye-tracking experiment, however, we did not give participants the opportunity to ponder on how the masculine generic \textit{zijn} ‘his’ is intended—generic or male-specific; reading times reflected the immediate processing of the masculine generic. It is therefore possible that the male bias of the generically-intended possessive pronouns is amplified—or only comes to light—when allowing for more strategic and explicit responses.

Another reason for not finding a male bias might lie in the lower salience of the possessive pronoun compared to role nouns. In addition to being only a subpart of a larger noun phrase, this noun phrase also appeared as a direct object. The masculine generic was further used anaphorically, thus as referring back to previously introduced referents. Conversely, the online experiments testing the male bias of masculine generic role nouns usually make use of stimuli in which the role noun is introduced as the subject of the sentence and as a noun phrase in its own right \[12,25,26,28\]. Thus, the grammatical gender of a possessive pronoun might be more easily overlooked due to its lower salience and anaphoric use.

In a similar vein, it is possible that in Dutch, particularly, the grammatical gender of the generically-used possessive pronoun affects processing only to a limited degree. The Dutch grammatical gender system has recently undergone a process of resemanticization \[55\]. Dutch as spoken in the Netherlands only distinguishes between common and neuter grammatical gender on nouns, but retained the original three-way distinction between masculine, feminine and neuter on pronouns. Thus, there is a mismatch between the nominal and pronominal gender system. Audring’s analysis \[55\] shows that this mismatch is resolved by using the masculine grammatical gender as a sort of default when something or someone is highly salient as an individual. The feminine gender, however, is only used when referring to female individuals or to a few feminine animals \[55\]. Thus, the generic function of the masculine grammatical gender is omnipresent in Dutch and might be more readily available compared to other languages.

Another Dutch peculiarity might have added to the generic potential of the possessive pronoun specifically. At the surface code level, the possessive pronoun \textit{zijn} shows structural overlap with two other pronouns: \textit{zij} ‘they’ and \textit{zij} ‘she’. Past research on visual word recognition has shown that partial words prime their targets \[56,57\]. Thus, it is possible that the activation of female \textit{zij} ‘she’ and underspecified \textit{zij} ‘they’ counteracted a male bias induced by masculine \textit{zijn} ‘his’. Previous research on German role nouns as masculine generics has shown that subtle morphological relations may attenuate the male bias of masculine generics. More specifically, Garnham et al. \[28\] found that the presence of the German pronoun \textit{sie} ‘they’ can attenuate the male bias of role nouns as masculine generics due to its resemblance with feminine \textit{sie} ‘she’. However, we deem it unlikely that this structural overlap overwrote expectations based on grammar, as \textit{zij} ‘she’ and \textit{zij} ‘they’ would both be ungrammatical when used instead of the possessive pronoun \textit{zijn} ‘his’ in our stimuli.

Finally, as we outlined before, we believe that masculine generic pronouns might work inherently differently from masculine generic role nouns, for which a male bias has been found repeatedly \[12,25,26,28,29\]. The generic potential of pronouns might be higher overall,
as the very same masculine generic token is used generically over and over again. For role nouns, it is only the pattern type that is repeated and differences in the frequency of the feminine compared to the masculine form of an individual role noun might determine to what extent a specific masculine role noun can be interpreted as generic [36]. Future research is necessary to replicate the present results both in Dutch and in other languages to determine whether masculine pronouns can truly be interpreted generically, whether this is only true for Dutch or even only for the possessive pronoun in Dutch. We have clearly shown that there is a necessity to expand research into masculine generics to other types than role nouns in order to understand their effect on language processing and beyond.

Gender stereotypes and attitudes towards their violation affect language processing

While the pronoun did not significantly affect sentence processing, gender stereotype violations did. When a male proper name was mentioned after a female context, a significant increase in regression path duration and total fixation duration occurred; when a female proper name was mentioned after a male context, no such increase occurred. Thus, a man engaging in a female activity led to processing difficulties while the reverse was not the case. Theoretically, this could be due to a difference in the strength of the female and male stereotypes used in our experiment. However, these had been carefully pre-tested drawing from the same population, and they were carefully selected based on their mean and standard deviation (see the Materials and method section for details). Further backing up our claim that the asymmetry we found is meaningful is the fact that this asymmetry has been found in two other eye-tracking studies [58,59] and two priming experiments investigating response times [60] and event-related potentials [61].

Cacciari and Padovani [60] adapted their experiment from the priming experiment by Banaji and Hardin [62], and provided linguistic evidence for an asymmetrical response to gender stereotype violations. The authors tested Italian role nouns which, when presented in bare form, could refer to either men or women grammatically (e.g., emigrante ‘emigrant’), but they differed in terms of gender stereotype between male and female. An additional neutral baseline condition was used. The role nouns functioned as primes for the pronouns lui ‘he’ and lei ‘she’, the grammatical gender of which participants had to indicate as fast as possible. Cacciari and Padovani [60] found that participants generally responded faster when the pronoun gender and the gender stereotype matched. They also found that a mismatch led to an increase in response times compared to the neutral baseline, but only for stereotypically female role nouns being followed by a masculine pronoun. When lei ‘she’ was the target, no difference was found for response times after a stereotypically male and neutral prime. Siyanova-Chanturia et al. [61] employed a similar design, additionally measuring event-related potentials. They found an N400-like effect when a masculine pronoun was presented after a stereotypically female prime, but not when a feminine pronoun was presented after a stereotypically male prime. Reali et al. [59], in an attempt to disentangle the effect of a role noun’s grammatical gender and its stereotypicality in German, used descriptions of role nouns in their eye-tracking stimuli instead of the role nouns themselves (e.g., makes appointments, deals with the correspondence in an office as a description of secretary). They found that following female role noun descriptions, participants had difficulty when the described person (e.g., the secretary) was revealed to be a man. However, in the reverse condition, when a woman was revealed to work in a stereotypically male job, reading times did not increase. One of the possible explanations the authors offered for this lies in the grammatical gender of the described role nouns. Reali et al. [59] argue that the role noun descriptions might have activated the role noun itself and therefore its
grammatical gender. For stereotypically male role noun descriptions, the grammatically masculine role noun would have been activated. For stereotypically female role nouns, the grammatically feminine role noun would have been activated. Since grammatically masculine role nouns can at least in theory be interpreted as generic in German, participants might not have experienced processing difficulties when reading about a female individual in a male stereotype context. However, grammatically feminine role nouns can only be used to refer to female individuals. Thus, when a male individual is mentioned, processing difficulties occur in a female stereotype context. Reali et al. [59] interpreted the fact that this asymmetry had up to that point only been found in languages distinguishing between masculine and feminine grammatical gender as support for this explanation. However, this idea is not compatible with our own results as we did not use descriptions of role nouns, which could have activated the role nouns’ grammatical gender, but instead we used a myriad of activities, most of which cannot be captured by a specific role noun. Furthermore, in a follow-up experiment applying the same method to English role nouns, Reali et al. [58] found the same asymmetry. As English does not mark grammatical gender on nouns (with a few potential exceptions such as waitress carrying the suffix–ess for female agents), the explanation of the grammatical gender of described role nouns being automatically activated can definitely be ruled out.

Instead, we propose that discourse expectations about upcoming referents are not only guided by the typicality of role nouns or activities, but also by the acceptability of violating these stereotypes. This is in line with research in social psychology and sociology showing that men violating gender roles are disapproved of more than women violating gender roles [63–66]. The first of the two main competing explanations roots this asymmetry in a difference between men and women’s social status. For example, Feinman [64] argued that the male role enjoys higher status than the female role. Therefore, men engaging in stereotypically female behavior are seen as seeking downward mobility and decreasing in status, whereas women engaging in stereotypically male behavior seek upward mobility, which constitutes an increase in status. As Feinman [64] put it: “it is worse to be a sissy than a tomboy”. Alternatively, the sexual orientation hypothesis suggests that men who exhibit feminine behavior are more likely to be thought of as homosexual than women behaving in a masculine manner, this, too, being a group with lower social status [63]. Whatever the exact cause of the phenomenon that men’s gender roles are more rigid, it is reflected in online processing. This adds to previous research showing that social stereotypes are rapidly used in language processing [67,68].

We did not, however, find evidence of any discrepancy in social status between men and women being reflected in language processing. While it was not the focus of our study to test whether a more general male bias in language processing exists even in the absence of masculine generics (i.e., the people = male bias), we had to control for the possibility that men are in fact seen as the prototypical humans, as has been suggested by some studies [17,25,26]. This could have possibly led to the generally faster processing of contexts featuring male individuals, but we did not find evidence for this.

Participant gender and other puzzles
An interaction effect including participant gender emerged in the spillover region: whether a male or female proper name was presented had a differential effect on male and female participants. Female participants’ total fixation duration slightly increased when a female proper name had been mentioned. For men, the pattern was reversed. Thus, participants seemed to pay slightly more attention to the spillover region when the protagonist shared their gender. Due to careful counterbalancing, this interaction effect cannot be due to differences in the stimuli. Surprisingly, this effect was not found for the maximally similar control items. Future
research will have to determine whether participants’ interest in stimuli featuring protagonists of their own gender was a statistical fluke or rather constitutes a robust pattern.

Participant gender affected our results in yet another way. On many reading measures both on the proper names and spillover regions for experimental items and controls, we found that male participants showed increased reading times overall. A similar effect was found in an eye-tracking experiment by Reali et al. [58]. Furthermore, Osterhout et al. [33] and Siyanova-Chanturia et al. [61] found that women’s electrophysiological responses to gender stereotype violations can be stronger as reflected in larger ERP deflections. However, the effect in our experiment seems to be of a more general nature as it was found not only in response to gender stereotype violations, but also in their absence. This suggests that the effect we found is likely due to a more general difference: Women are often found to be better and faster readers than men [69,70].

We further found that first gaze duration was increased on the proper name—regardless of the gender of the referent—after male stereotype contexts compared to neutral stereotype contexts. The same was found for first fixation duration in the spillover region. We interpret these as spillover effects from the stereotype context itself. This could be due to an elaborative gender inference being made based on the stereotype context [30–32]. However, no significant increase in reading time was found for female stereotype contexts compared to neutral contexts, which renders this explanation unlikely. We therefore believe this increase to be due to item-inherent frequency effects: The combined nouns and verbs used for neutral stereotype contexts are presumably more frequent than the male stereotypes.

**Conclusion**

To conclude, we found no evidence for a male bias induced by the generically-intended masculine pronoun zijn ‘his’. This emphasizes the importance of considering different types of masculine generics cross-linguistically in order to understand how they affect language processing. We showed that gender inferencing in language goes beyond the mostly occupational and social stereotypes carried by role nouns, but pertains to stereotypical activities, too. Furthermore, our results indicate that discourse expectations are not only guided by the strength of gender stereotypes themselves, but also by the severity of flouting them.

**Supporting information**

S1 Appendix. List of experimental stimuli and control items. (PDF)

S1 Table. Ratings of activities used in stimuli and controls. Ratings range from 1 to 7, with 1 corresponding to female and 7 to male. (PNG)

S2 Table. Mean reading times for the control items per condition, for the proper name region and spillover region. Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) given in milliseconds for first fixation duration (FFdur), first gaze duration (FGdur), regression path duration (RPdur) and total fixation duration (TFdur). (PNG)

S1 Fig. Regression path duration for male and female proper names in male, female and neutral stereotype contexts. Condition means are given in log milliseconds. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. (TIF)
S2 Fig. Total fixation duration for male and female proper names in male, female and neutral stereotype contexts. Condition means are given in log milliseconds. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. (TIF)

S3 Fig. Total fixation duration in the spillover region for male and female proper names, shown separately for male and female participants. Condition means are given in log milliseconds. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. (TIF)
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